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MediFurn® – equipment  
for the highest standards  
in hygiene

With its new MediFurn® range, Hupfer is the first and only system partner to showcase innovative equipment that 
sets the standard when it comes to hygienic furnishings. The new generation of fixtures and fittings impresses with 
its professional functionality and appealing design. Thanks to its new, seamless finish, cleaning has never been 
easier and there has therefore never been a better guarantee of hygiene. MediFurn® allows you to offer staff and 
patients an extra dose of safety!

For products that meet the hygiene design standard H2, the structures’ bases and side panels are fully welded, 
with a 20 mm radius. The extra-large radius is ideal for cleaning, significantly reducing the risk of germs and  
the cleaning time. H2 structures therefore also offer maximum safety in areas in which maintaining hygiene is 
particularly challenging.
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MediFurn® worktops, panels and doors feature both 
tried-and-tested stainless steel (CNS 1.4301) and the 
new Blackline design panelling with decorative trims 
in a range of different colours. The robust material not 
only impresses with its highly resistant and durable 
surfaces; it also offers plenty of customisable design 

options thanks to its range of attractive colours.
These provide a welcome contrast to the sterile stain-
less steel look and offer complete design freedom so 
you can incorporate your colour schemes and design 
concepts throughout your premises.

A splash of colour: new surfaces

The Blackline design panelling is a non-swelling fibre material, that has a very high-density. The edges have 
been chamfered, making them extremely resistant to impact. This prevents any chips in the panelling, while also 
adding a distinctive look.

Even more colour?
On request, the doors and panels are available with a Blackline design 
panelling in a range of attractive colour shades.
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MediFurn® – equipment  
for the highest standards  
in hygiene

Added hygiene: Structures according  
to HS, H1 and H2 hygiene design standard 

With its new MediFurn® range, Hupfer is the first and only system partner to showcase innovative equipment that 
sets the standard when it comes to hygienic furnishings. The new generation of fixtures and fittings impresses with 
its professional functionality and appealing design. Thanks to its new, seamless finish, cleaning has never been 
easier and there has therefore never been a better guarantee of hygiene. MediFurn® allows you to offer staff and 
patients an extra dose of safety!

For products that meet the hygiene design standard H2, the structures’ bases and side panels are fully welded, 
with a 20 mm radius. The extra-large radius is ideal for cleaning, significantly reducing the risk of germs and  
the cleaning time. H2 structures therefore also offer maximum safety in areas in which maintaining hygiene is 
particularly challenging.

The hygiene design standard HS remains the most 
widespread standard to date. Structures made in 
compliance with this standard still come with seams 
between the base and side panels, making intensive 
cleaning more difficult. HS structures are therefore 
suitable for areas where hygiene is not critical.

For products that meet the hygiene design standard 
H1, the structures’ bases and side panels also feature 
a seamless welded design, forming a smaller radius  
of around 3 mm on the inside. H1 structures are 
recommended for areas with low to moderate hygiene 
requirements.

Aside from products with the previously widespread HS hygiene design standard, hygienic structures with the 
enhanced hygiene design standards H1 and H2 in accordance with DIN 18865-9 are now available. 

The new models are fully welded, also featuring rounded corners. The key benefit of seamless design is that there 
are no longer any dirt traps that secretions, blood, proteins or other liquids might penetrate.  

As a result, users can benefit from simple yet thorough cleaning procedures, thereby effectively reducing the 
spread of dangerous germs and the cleaning time. Even hoses can now be used for cleaning since water is unable 
to penetrate H1 and H2 models.
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Easy to clean: hinges
The sturdy hinges are not secured inside the 
door, but rather outside, to make cleaning 
easier.

The high quality of MediFurn® equipment is reflected in its sophisticated design, which is visible in each and every 
intricate detail. The modular system includes a base frame, undercounter cabinets and worktops in a range of 
different dimensions and variations, to meet our customers’ requirements, while also making the best possible 
use of space. And, of course, we are able to supply a range of other technical accessories from our  
extensive product range.

Strong and secure: welded support bolts
All bolts sit flush in the design, preventing 
dirt traps, to guarantee a high cleaning 
standard.

It doesn’t get quicker than this: plinth with 
magnetic lock
The 100 mm plinth is secured to the base 
using a magnetic catch and can be sealed 
with a on-site silicone seam on request. This 
allows the plinth to be removed quickly for 
maintenance.

Added safety: Top quality right down  
to the smallest detail

Universal safety: sealing lips
The sealing lips on drawer units and doors 
stop liquids and dust from entering the 
equipment unnoticed.

Well protected: bow-shaped handles
The handles on the drawers, drawer units 
and undercounter cabinet doors are all 
recessed inside the outer dimensions of the 
unit, to prevent collisions when passing.
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Top-quality hygiene:  
MediFurn® cleaning table  
systems

Cleaning tables are subject to 
particularly stringent hygiene 
requirements. To enhance  
hygienic safety, we can equip 
the structures of the MediFurn® 
cleaning table systems to meet 
hygiene design standard H1 and 
H2 on request. The seamless  
designs prevents dirt traps,  
making the structures signifi- 
cantly easier to clean.

The individual modules (sink 
module, cabinet with doors,  
drawers, etc.) are available in 
various sizes and designs upon 
request.

Wells are available in a range of 
designs and dimensions, and join 
seamlessly with the work surface.

Our cleaning table systems are 
also available with optional  
accessories, such as air jets, spray 
attachments, spray guards and 
ultrasonic wells.

Now available in H1 or H2 hygiene design 
standard on request
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Limitless options for a high  
standard of safety

The modular design of MediFurn® equipment allows customers to create cleaning systems in any  
conceivable shape and size. This allows them to ideally combine high standards of functionality and  
ergonomic design. Cleaning-friendly design, safety and the H2 hygiene design standard – all available  
for our cleaning systems.

The protruding rear panel for sink modules  
protects any installations behind it and  
can be removed for servicing.

Secure drip edge
The worktop’s beaded edging stops liquids from 
dripping off the worktop while the secure drip edge 
reduces the risk of liquids penetrating the inside of 
the cabinet unnoticed. Continuous sealing lips on the 
doors and runners ensure additional safety. 

Seamless work surface with an on-site weld and 
seamless upstands.
For extra large, full-length work surfaces, multiple 
surface elements are welded together during the  
on-site assembly process. The on-site welds are  
then invisible to the eye and hidden from touch.  
The seamless upstands form a secure, hygienic  
connection with the wall. With the sandwich design, 
the bottom of the worktop’s base is also sealed to 
prevent any hidden recesses. 

Sandwich design 

Secure drip edge

 
              Wall-upstand

Effective beaded edging: Prevents liquids from  
dripping off the worktop.
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Everything in order and safe:  
the MediFurn® packing tables

Check, sort, clean, pack – packing tables bring together a range of jobs at one single workstation.  
They therefore call high standards of safe, functional and ergonomic technical equipment design.

MediFurn® packing tables are made completely of premium quality stainless steel and are designed  
to be easily adapted to individual staff needs. 

Height-adjustable tables
 Working height can be adjusted by up to 

30 cm at the touch of a button
 Standard basic height of 85 cm, also 

available with a lower basic height of 75 cm 
on request

 Digital display for easy adjustment of the 
required working height 

 Side and rear upstands provide anti-trap 
protection for optimum safety at work

The tables offer maximum flexibility for connection to in-house technology while height-adjustable tables can 
be set to the ideal working height at just the touch of a button. All technical components are laid out to be within 
easy reach. On request, MediFurn® packing tables are also available as mobile versions with casters. The pull-
out tabletop is the ideal solution for when you need extra space.

Even more colour?
On request, the doors and panels are available with a Blackline design panel in a range of attractive colour shades.

An optional pull-out table top 
is the ideal solution for when 
additional workspace is  
needed. When not in use, it  
can be stowed under the  
worktop to save space.

Central media column
 For protecting connections to on-site compressed 

air, power and network access
 Available in a low design at a height of 110 cm from 

the edge of the table or in a room-height design 
with cables routed straight from the ceiling

 Connections can be freely configured and are  
freely accessible at any time via the inspection flap

Practical wiring
 On-site connections are routed and  

distributed inside the trough under the 
work surface, stretching across almost the 
entire width

 No wire tangleing for the user

Optimum illumination
 Lighting design based on specific needs
 LED lighting for high energy efficiency
 Fluorescent tubes with cold light and high 

luminous intensity

Custom-made undercounter cabinets
 Undercounter cabinets designed to meet user needs 
 Drawer units with a range of partitions
 Box-style and frame-based drawers for GN containers 
 Fully extendable pull-out runners and a range of other features
 Optional self-closing drawers for maximum user convenience
 Alternative: Undercounter cabinets with hinged doors

PC cabinet
 The PC cabinet with a fully  extendable 

pull-out runners is equipped with  
hinged doors with vents to ensure the 
circulation of air around computers and 
other equipment prone to overheating.
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More space for efficiency  
at work: MediFurn®  
tall cabinets

Cabinets not only need plenty of space for safely storing items, they also need to be tidy, versatile and  
easy to use. 

MediFurn® tall cabinets combine all these features. They can be carefully tailored to a wide array of  
storage items and provide quick and secure access to material and tools.

Alternatively, internal plastic 
panels compliant with ISO  
standards are available for storing 
modular and sterile supplies  
baskets, making it even easier to 
handle items.

Solid and wire shelves can be used 
to store a variety of items.

The pull-out cabinet is designed 
to provide safe storage for  
instruments. It can be pulled out 
conveniently, providing the ideal 
overview of everything inside. 
Holders are available for a wide 
range of instruments.

Depending on the application, 
drawers in a range of sizes can 
be added to the design.

Inclined tops and flat tops 
ensure visually tidy connections 
throughout to stop dust from  
collecting and to make the  
cabinets easier to clean.

Depending on the area of application, 
the cabinet modules can be equipped 
with Medidul shelving for holding 
sterile goods baskets and containers 
that are compliant with STU or ISO 
standards. 

Even more colour?
On request, the doors and panels are  
available with a Blackline design panelling 
in a range of attractive colour shades.



We will be happy to help

Highly recommended: the knowledge  
and experience of our experts

Presented by
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Hupfer
Dieselstrasse 20 · 48653 Coesfeld
Postfach 14 63 · 48634 Coesfeld 
Germany
Tel.: +49 2541 805-0
Fax: +49 2541 805-111 
info@hupfer.de · www.hupfer.com


